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the license shall be used as a basis for the commercial and non-commercial use of the
software and the documentation. the software and documentation is protected by

copyright law and other applicable laws. your license to use the software and
documentation and the rights in the documentation are restricted to the original

purchaser and further licensees authorized by the original purchaser only. you may
update to a new version of the software, provided that you continue to comply with the

terms of this license. the software, documentation, subscription services and other
kontron software, documentation, applications, accompanying media and accompanying
works shall be updated to a new version as it is released by kontron. the software license
of the original purchaser is not affected by upgrades. kontron does not provide technical
support for the software. kontron does not warrant that the software, the documentation

or any updates to the software will be error-free and will operate without interruption.
kontron shall not be liable for any damages arising from any failure to perform the

software. the license and the software shall be used for the purposes of direct or indirect
commercial and non-commercial use in the united states or in any country or territory

outside the united states or in any country or territory in which the export of the software
is prohibited. the sda software will be delivered on dvd. you may burn the dvd that the
sda software was delivered on (provided that it is burned in a writable medium) but you
may not transfer or copy the contents of the dvd or dvd-video to any other medium. the

sda software and all documentation accompanying the sda software is deemed to be
intellectual property of the company and is protected by u.s. and international copyright

laws, and all rights, titles and interests in and to such intellectual property are hereby
reserved by the company, its licensors or other third parties.
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new releases of cisco ios
software enable a variety

of enhancements to
cisco's portfolio of

products, including new
functions and functionality

and bug fixes. for this
reason, we recommend

that all customers
regularly monitor the cisco
ios software release notes

for updates on new
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product capabilities. visit
the cisco ios software

release notes web page
for the most current

information available. you
can also subscribe to the
cisco ios software release
notes rss feed to receive

email updates of new
information. copyright (c)
1996-2013 caterpillar, inc.

all rights reserved. this
program may be modified

under the terms of the
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gnu general public license,
version 2 only, and the

caterpillar fuel
components license

(agreed by you) without
charge. the gpl and

caterpillar fuel
components are the terms
of the gnu general public
license, version 2. the use

of any caterpillar
trademark or trade name
is solely for identification
purposes and does not
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imply any license by or
from caterpillar of any

kind. 11. u.s. government
restricted rights.the sda

software under this
agreement is commercial
computer software as that

term is described in 48
c.f.r. 252.227-7014(a)(1).
if acquired by or on behalf
of a civilian agency, the u.
government acquires this

commercial computer
software and/or
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commercial computer
software documentation

subject to the terms of this
agreement as specified in
48 c. 12.212 (computer
software) and 12.211
(technical data) of the

federal acquisition
regulations (far) and its

successors. if acquired by
or on behalf of any agency
within the department of

defense (dod), the u.
227.7202 of the dod far
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supplement and its
successors. 5ec8ef588b
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